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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a group. A G-set is a finite set provided with a left action of
g  4G. For a G-set X and g g G we write X s x g X : gx s x . The
permutation character of a G-set X is the function p from G to the ringX
Z of integers that sends g to the cardinality aX g of X g. We say that two
G-sets X and Y are linearly equi¤alent if p s p . By representationX Y
theory of finite groups, two G-sets X and Y are linearly equivalent if and
only if the permutation modules C X and CY are isomorphic as modules
w xover the group ring C G ; here C denotes the field of complex numbers.
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THEOREM 1. For e¤ery positi¤e integer n the following are equi¤alent.
Ž .1 There exist a finite sol¤able group G and two non-isomorphic
transiti¤e G-sets of cardinality n that are linearly equi¤alent.
Ž . Ž .2 There are prime numbers p, q, r with pqr ‹ n and p ‹ q q y 1 .
If X is a transitive G-set and H is the stabilizer of a point in X then we
have p s 1G ; i.e., the permutation character is the character of GX H
Ž .induced by the trivial character 1 of H. Thus condition 1 is equivalentH
to the existence of a solvable group G with two non-conjugate subgroups
H and K of index n for which 1G s 1G .H K
Ž .Our interest in condition 1 stems from a number theoretic context. Let
L and M be two algebraic numbers fields, and denote by X and Y the sets
of field embeddings of L and M, respectively, in some algebraic closure Q
of the field Q of rational numbers. Then X and Y are transitive G-sets,
where G is the Galois group of Q over Q. By Galois theory, X and Y are
isomorphic as G-sets if and only if L and M are isomorphic as fields.
Moreover, X and Y are linearly equivalent if and only if L and M have
w xthe same zeta-function; see 2, Exercise 6 . Number fields with the same
w xzeta-function are often called ‘‘arithmetically equivalent’’ 11 .
Ž .By Theorem 1 a number field whose degree n does not satisfy 2 and
that is solvable by radicals is determined up to isomorphism by its
zeta-function. To show that, conversely, every integer n that does satisfy
Ž .2 is the degree of two non-isomorphic solvable number fields with the
same zeta-function, it suffices to combine Theorem 1 with Shafarevich’s
claim that every finite solvable group can be realized as a Galois group
w xover Q; see 10 . Alternatively, one may try to realize the groups con-
structed in Section 2 as Galois groups over Q.
Ž . Ž .In Section 2 we shall prove that 2 implies 1 . In our construction we
can choose G to be three-step abelian. The G-sets we give are imprimitive.
For the case that n is divisible by p3 for some prime p one can also use a
w xtwo-step abelian construction of Guralnick 5 . One may ask for which n
Ž .condition 1 holds for a two-step abelian group. The construction in
w xSection 2 has benefited from 1 , where it is proved that one can take
Ž .exactly five non-isomorphic solvable groups in 1 for n s 12, if the actions
are assumed to be faithful. Two of these groups are two-step abelian, and
the other three are only three-step abelian.
In Sections 3 and 4 we shall prove the following theorem. We denote by
w the Euler phi-function. By an n-element in a finite group we mean an
element whose order is built up from primes dividing n.
THEOREM 2. Let n be a positi¤e integer. Suppose that n is coprime to
Ž .w n or is of the form n s pq for prime numbers p and q. Let G be a finite
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sol¤able group acting transiti¤ely on a set X of cardinality n. Then for any
G-set Y the following are equi¤alent.
Ž . g g3 For all n-elements g g G we ha¤e aX s aY .
Ž .4 X and Y are linearly equi¤alent as G-sets.
Ž .5 X and Y are isomorphic as G-sets.
Ž .Any positive integer n for which condition 2 fails satisfies the hypothe-
Ž . Ž .sis of Theorem 2. Therefore, the implication 1 « 2 of Theorem 1
Ž . Ž .follows from the implication 4 « 5 in Theorem 2.
Ž . Ž . Ž .The implications 5 « 4 « 3 of Theorem 2 are trivial. In Section 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .we prove the implication 3 « 5 in the case that n is coprime to w n ,
by induction on the number of prime factors of n. In Section 4 we prove
Ž . Ž .3 « 5 in the case n s pq.
Ž .The condition 3 on G-sets of cardinality n is apparently new. It is
Ž .forced upon us by the inductive argument of Section 3, since 3 is all we
can verify when the inductive assumption is to be invoked. Thus, in the
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .case gcd n, w n s 1, we do not know a proof of 4 « 5 that avoids the
Ž .detour over 3 . This is not true in the case n s pq. In fact, our proof of
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 « 5 for n s pq is based on the proof of 4 « 5 for n s pq, p / q
w xthat was given by Guralnick and Wales 6 .
Ž . Ž .We do not know whether 3 and 4 are equivalent when the condition
on n is dropped, but G is still assumed to be solvable. As Guralnick
pointed out to us, some condition on G is necessary: the group G s
Ž .PSL 2, 11 has two subgroups of order 12 and index n s 55 whose permu-
tation characters are distinct, while they both vanish on all non-trivial
n-elements. There is also a positive result: if G is any finite group acting
transitively on two sets X and Y so that n s aX is a prime power coprime
Ž . Ž . w xto aGraX, then 3 and 4 are equivalent; see Isaacs 9 .
Ž .In Section 5 we consider the set of integers n satisfying condition 1 of
Theorem 1 without the assumption that G be solvable. Combining our
results with those of Feit, Guralnick, and Wales, which depend on the
classification of finite simple groups, we investigate the asymptotics of this
set and its complement, and we implicitly list all of its elements up to 2000.
The following notation will be used throughout this paper. The cardinal-
ity of a set S is denoted by aS. For sets S and T we let ST be the set of
maps from T to S. For subsets S, T of a set we denote the set-theoretic
 4difference x g S : x f T by S y T. Suppose that G is a group and that
X is a G-set. The set of fix-points of X is denoted by Fix X ; so for g g GG
we have Fix X s X g. The set of G-orbits of X is written as G_ X. Let² g:
N be a normal subgroup of G. The N-orbits of X form a block structure
for the G-action, so N _ X has a G-set structure for which the natural
map X “ N _ X respects the action of G. In addition, the induced map
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N _ X X Ž X .C “ C is injective with image Fix C , so it gives rise to anN
N _ X Ž X . w xisomorphism C “ Fix C of C G -modules.N
2. CONSTRUCTING EXAMPLES
LEMMA. Let G be a finite group and let A be an abelian normal subgroup
of G of prime index. Suppose X and Y are two G-sets, each of which is
X X Xisomorphic to A as an A-set. Write X s G _ X and Y s G _Y, where G is
the commutator subgroup of G. Then we ha¤e an equality p y p s p yX Y X
p of maps from G to Z.Y
Proof. The permutation module C X over G decomposes as a direct
sum of one-dimensional eigenspaces for A, and G permutes these
eigenspaces. Such an eigenspace is G-stable if and only if it is fixed
X w xpointwise by G s G, A . Thus, the sum of the G-stable eigenspaces has
character p , and the sum V of the other eigenspaces has characterX X
w xp y p . Since G : A is prime, every g g G with g f A stabilizes onlyX X
the G-stable eigenspaces. For such g g G the action of g on V isX
therefore given by a matrix with only zeros on the diagonal. It follows that
the character p y p of G is zero on G y A. The same holds forX X
p y p , and since X and Y are A-isomorphic we deduce that p y pY Y X X
s p y p .Y Y
PROPOSITION. Let p be a prime number, let k ) 1 be an integer, and let
m ) 1 be a product of prime powers q that are 0 or 1 modulo p. Then there
Ž .kexist a three-step abelian group G of order pm k and two non-isomorphic
transiti¤e G-sets of cardinality pmk that are linearly equi¤alent.
Proof. Let m s m be the group of pth roots of unity in C. The subringp
w xof C generated by m is denoted by Z m . If z g m and z / 1, then 1 y z
w xgenerates the unique ideal p of Z m of index p. By the assumption on the
2 w x w 2 xinteger m there exists an ideal a ; p of Z m with m s p : a .
w xThe ideal A s pra of the finite ring R s Z m ra acts by translation
on the subsets A and 1 q A of R. The group m acts on R by multiplica-
tion, and this action stabilizes the sets A and 1 q A. Thus, we obtain an
induced action of the semidirect product B s A i m of order p2 m on the
sets X s A and Y s 1 q A of cardinality pm. The commutator subgroup
BX of B is given by BX s p 2ra , and it has order m. The quotient B-sets
X XX s B _ X and Y s B _Y have cardinality p. Note that p / p be-X Y
cause m acts trivially on X but not on Y. By the lemma we also have
p / p .X Y
Let Z be a finite group of order k. For any Z-set S the group operation
on B makes BS into a group. Moreover, Z acts on this group by group
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S Ž .Ž . Ž y1 .automorphisms: for z g Z and f g B we let zf s s f z s whenever
s g S. Identifying BS with Ł B we see that multiplication in BS issg S
coordinate-wise, and that Z acts on BS by permuting coordinates. We thus
obtain actions of the wreath product BS i Z on X = S and Y = S. We
now take the Z-set S to be Z itself, on which Z acts by left multiplication.
Since k ) 1 we can choose an element z g Z with z / 1. We let a :
S “ S be the fix-point free Z-set automorphism given by right multiplica-
tion by z.
Let us fix an A-set isomorphism w : X “ Y. We define H to be the
Slargest subgroup of B for which the bijection X = S “ Y = S given by
w = a respects the action of H. Now let G s H i Z. If we choose Z to
be abelian we obtain a three-step abelian group G. We claim that aG s
Ž .kpm k and that the G-sets X = S and Y = S satisfy our conditions; i.e.,
they are transitive, non-isomorphic, and linearly equivalent.
 4  4For each s g S the actions of H on X = s and Y = s factor through
Ž .the map H “ B sending h to h s . Applying, for each s g S, the lemma to
the group B with its normal subgroup A, we find that there is an equality
p y p s p y pX=S Y=S X=S Y=S
of functions on H. We know that X = S and Y = S are isomorphic as
H-sets, so it follows that p s p on H. But on G y H these twoX=S Y=S
permutation characters vanish because all elements of G y H are fix-point
free on S. Therefore X = S and Y = S are linearly equivalent over G.
In order to compute aH we now give a more explicit description of H.
Let C and C be the images of B in the permutation groups of X and Y.X Y
Then C and C are both of order p, and the map B “ C = C isX Y X Y
Xsurjective with kernel B . The actions of A on X and Y provide isomor-
X Xphisms ArB ( C and ArB ( C , which give an isomorphism s :X Y
C “ C . This isomorphism s respects w in the sense that for all c g CX Y X
Ž .we have an equality w (c s s c (w of maps from X to Y. The condition
for an element h g BS to lie in H is that for all s g S the isomorphism s
Ž . Ž Ž ..sends the image of h s in C to the image of h a s in C . It followsX Y
S X Sthat the natural map c : H “ C is surjective with kernel B , so thatY
Ž .kaH s pm .
Ž .We now claim that for every s g S the map H “ B sending h to h s is
Ž .surjective. To see this, suppose we are given b g B, with image b , b inX Y
SC = C . Define c g C byX Y Y
c s s b , c a s s s b ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Y X
c t s 1 for t g S y s, a s . 4Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Let h g H be any element with c h s c. Then h s g B maps to
X SŽ .b , b in C = C . Multiplying h by a suitable element of B weX Y X Y
X XŽ .obtain an element h g H with h s s b. This proves the claim.
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 4It follows that H acts transitively on X = s for each s g S. Since Z
acts transitively on S we conclude that X = S is a transitive G-set. The
same holds for Y = S.
Let us now show that X = S and Y = S are not G-isomorphic. Since
X X S Ž .aB s m ) 1 there is an element h g B so that h s s 1 for a unique
Ž .h  4s g S. We then have X = S s X = s . Using that p / p , we chooseX Y
an element b g B that does not fix the same number of points in X and
X XŽ .Y. By the claim above there is an element h g H with h s s b. Then the
subgroup of H generated by h and hX does not fix the same number of
points in X = S and Y = S. In particular, X = S and Y = S are not even
isomorphic as H-sets. This proves the proposition.
Ž . Ž .We now prove 2 « 1 in Theorem 1. Suppose that n, p, q, and r are
Ž . Ž .as in 2 . Put m s q and k s nr pq . Then m is a prime that is 0 or 1
modulo p, and k is at least 2 because r ‹ k. The proposition now provides
us with a solvable group G and two non-isomorphic linearly equivalent
transitive G-sets of cardinality pmk s n.
Ž .3. THE CASE THAT n AND w n ARE COPRIME
Ž . Ž .In this section we prove the implication 3 « 5 of Theorem 2 for all
Ž .positive integers n for which w n is coprime to n. We start with some
general remarks.
Let G be a finite group. If N is a normal subgroup of G, and X and Y
w x N _ Xare linearly equivalent G-sets, then the C G -isomorphisms C (
Ž X . Ž Y . N _ YFix C ( Fix C ( C imply that N _ X and N _Y are alsoN N
linearly equivalent as G-sets. In particular, with N s G, we see that the
number of G-orbits of X depends only on X up to linear equivalence.
LEMMA 1. Let G be a sol¤able group acting faithfully and transiti¤ely on a
finite set X of square-free cardinality n. Then we ha¤e
Ž . Ž .a The group G is annihilated by nw n .
Suppose that A is a non-tri¤ial normal p-subgroup of G for some prime p.
Then we ha¤e
Ž .b A is elementary abelian.
Ž .c All orbits of A on X ha¤e cardinality p.
Ž .d p di¤ides n.
Ž .Proof. We prove b, c, d first. All A-orbits of X have the same
cardinality l because G acts transitively on X. Thus, this number l divides
both n and the order of A. Since n is square-free and A acts faithfully, it
Ž . Ž .follows that l s p and p ‹ n, which is the content of c and d . The image
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of A in the permutation group of X is therefore contained in a group
generated by pairwise disjoint p-cycles. Using again that A acts faithfully,
Ž .we deduce that A is elementary abelian. This shows b .
Ž .We now prove a by induction on the number of prime factors of n. If
n s 1 the statement is trivial, so assume that n ) 1. Then G is non-trivial,
and since G is solvable there is a non-trivial normal p-subgroup A of G
for some prime number p. Let K be the kernel of the action of G on
Ž .A_ X. By 3 each A-orbit of X has size p. The normalizer in the
symmetric group on p elements of a cyclic group of order p has order
Ž .p p y 1 . Since any element of K normalizes the A-action on each
Ž .A-orbit of X, it follows that K is annihilated by p p y 1 . But by the
induction hypothesis, G acts on A_ X through a group that is annihilated
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .by nrp w nrp . Since w n s p y 1 w nrp statement a follows.
LEMMA 2. Let G be a sol¤able group acting faithfully and transiti¤ely on a
Ž .finite set X of cardinality n for which n is coprime to w n . Suppose that A is a
normal p-subgroup of G for some prime p. Then
Ž .a G has a normal Sylow p-subgroup.
Ž . Ž . sb For e¤ery nrp -element s g G the subset X of X is A-stable, and
Ž s.a aswe ha¤e X s X for all a g A.
Ž Ž ..Proof. From gcd n, w n s 1 it follows that n is square-free. By
Lemma 1 all A-orbits on X have cardinality p, and G acts on A_ X
Ž . Ž .through a group that is annihilated by nrp w nrp . By our assumption on
n, this number is coprime to p, so a Sylow p-subgroup S of the kernel K
of the action of G on A_ X is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Since K has
orbits of size p, and K acts on each orbit through a group of order
Ž .dividing p p y 1 that has a normal subgroup of order p, the group S is
normal and hence characteristic in K. Therefore S is normal in G.
Ž . asTo prove b , let Z ; X be an A-orbit that meets X for some a g A.
Ž . ² :Then Z is s-stable. By Lemma 1 a , applied to the action of A, s on Z,
we see that s pŽ py1. acts trivially on Z. But by our assumption on n, the
Ž .order of s is coprime to p p y 1 , so that s acts trivially on Z. With
a s 1, it follows that X s is a union of A-orbits. Also, one finds that
as Ž s.a Ž s.a asX ; X for any a g A; the inclusion X ; X is trivial, so this
Ž .proves b .
LEMMA 3. Let G be a finite sol¤able group acting on two finite sets X and
Y of cardinality n. Assume that aX g s aY g for all n-elements g g G, and
that G acts transiti¤ely on X. Then G acts transiti¤ely on Y and the kernel of
the G-action on Y is equal to the kernel of the G-action on X.
Proof. For any positive integer n, a Hall n-subgroup of a finite group is
a subgroup whose order is built up from primes dividing n and whose
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index is coprime to n. We will use that a solvable group G contains a Hall
w xn-subgroup for every positive integer n; see 8, VI.1.8 .
Let S be a Hall n-subgroup of G. For x g X let S and G be thex x
stabilizers of x in S and in G. We have
w x w x w x w xn s G : G ‹ G : S s G : S S : S ,x x x
w xso n ‹ S : S , which implies that S acts transitively on X. Since X and Yx
are linearly equivalent over S, it follows that S acts transitively on Y as
well. In particular, Y is a transitive G-set.
Let K be the kernel of the G-action on X and let N be the normal
subgroup of G generated by the n-elements of K. Using that a surjective
map of finite groups remains surjective when restricted to n-elements, one
w xproves that K : N is coprime to n. By our assumption, N is also
contained in the kernel of the action of G on Y, so that GrN acts on Y.
Since KrN is normal in GrN and GrN acts transitively on Y, all orbits of
KrN on Y have the same cardinality l. Thus l divides aY s n, and it also
Ž .divides a KrN . It follows that l s 1 and that K acts trivially on Y. By the
same argument, the kernel of the action of G on Y acts trivially on X.
This proves Lemma 3.
LEMMA 4. Let A be an abelian p-group and let X and Y be linearly
equi¤alent A-sets, all of whose A-orbits ha¤e cardinality p. Then X and Y are
isomorphic as A-sets.
Proof. Let B be a subgroup of A of index p. On each A-orbit of X
Ž .the group B either acts transitively or acts trivially. The number n X ofB
A-orbits of X that are A-isomorphic to ArB therefore satisfies
p2 y p ? n X s p ? a B_ X y aX .Ž . Ž .Ž . B
The right side depends only on X up to linear equivalence, so it follows
Ž . Ž .that n X s n Y for all subgroups B of index p in A. This implies theB B
lemma.
Before moving to the main proof in this section, we recall a property of
the Fitting group of a solvable group. A finite group is said to be nilpotent
if it is a product of groups of prime power orders. Two normal subgroups
of a finite group G whose orders are powers of distinct prime numbers
centralize each other. One deduces that G has a unique maximal normal
nilpotent subgroup F, which is called the Fitting group of G. We will use
that for a finite solvable group G the centralizer of F in G is contained in
F, so that GrF canonically embeds into the group Out F of outer
w xautomorphisms of F. We refer to 8, III.4.2 for a proof.
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Ž .PROPOSITION. Let n be a positi¤e integer for which w n is coprime to n.
Let G be a finite sol¤able group acting transiti¤ely on a set X of cardinality n.
Suppose that G also acts on a finite set Y and that for all n-elements g g G we
ha¤e aX g s aY g. Then X and Y are isomorphic as G-sets.
Proof. We prove this by induction on the number of primes dividing
the square-free number n. If n s 1 the result is trivial.
By Lemma 3 the G-set Y is transitive, and the kernels of the G-actions
on X and on Y are the same. Since all n-elements of a quotient of G are
images of n-elements of G, we may assume that G acts faithfully on both
X and Y.
Ž .Let F be the Fitting group of G. We see from Lemma 1 a, d that F is
the product of elementary abelian normal subgroups of G of prime power
orders, and that all primes dividing aF also divide n. First consider the
case that F is cyclic. Then the order of F divides n. The group GrF
w xembeds into Out F, and Aut F has order coprime to n, so G : F is
coprime to n. But n divides aG, so we must have aF s n. It follows that
the point stabilizers in G of points in X and Y are complements to F.
w x 1Ž .Since aF is coprime to G : F we have H GrF, F s 0, so all such point
w xstabilizers are conjugate; cf. 13, Chap. I, Sec. 5.2 . We conclude that X
and Y are isomorphic as G-sets if F is cyclic.
Now assume that F is not cyclic. Then there is a prime number p for
Ž .which G has a non-cyclic normal p-subgroup. By Lemma 2 a the group G
contains a normal non-cyclic Sylow p-subgroup A. Lemma 1 implies that
A is elementary abelian, and that the orbits of A on X and on Y all have
cardinality p.
We come to the key step of the proof, which is to consider a ‘‘block’’ of
X consisting of elements with the same stabilizer in A. More precisely,
take x g X, let B be the stabilizer of x in A, and let X s Fix X. For0 0 0 B
g g G we have gx g X if and only if B is contained in the stabilizer of0 0
gx in A, which is gBgy1; this occurs if and only if g belongs to the0
normalizer G of B in G. Hence G acts transitively on X and contains0 0 0
w xthe stabilizer of x in G. We put n s aX s nr G : G . The group B is0 0 0 0
non-trivial because A is not cyclic. Since B acts faithfully on X it follows
that n - n.0
Since G normalizes B, it acts also on Y s Fix Y. We shall apply the0 0 B
induction hypothesis to G acting on X and Y . For this, we need to0 0 0
check that aX g s aY g for any n -element g g G . Let g be such, and0 0 0 0
write g s ts for suitable powers t and s of g so that t is a p-element and s
Ž .is an nrp -element. Note that t g A because A is the normal Sylow
p-subgroup of G. Since A is normal, as is an n-element for any a g A, so
as as Ž . s swe have aX s aY . By Lemma 2 b this implies that X and Y are
linearly equivalent A-sets, so by Lemma 4 they are isomorphic as A-sets.
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Ž s. Ž s.Therefore we have aFix X s aFix Y . But again from Lemma² t, B: ² t, B:
Ž .2 b , we have
X g s Fix X s Fix X s Fix X s ,Ž .0 ² t s , B: ² t , s , B: ² t , B:
g Ž s. g gand likewise Y s Fix Y . It follows that aX s aY , as desired.0 ² t, B: 0 0
Now the induction hypothesis implies that X and Y are isomorphic as0 0
G -sets. The stabilizer H of x in G is contained in G , so H stabilizes a0 0 0
point in Y . Thus, both X and Y are G-isomorphic to GrH. This0
completes the proof of the proposition, and the proof of the implication
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 « 5 of Theorem 2 in the case n is coprime to w n .
4. THE CASE n s pq
Ž . Ž .In this section we prove the implication 3 « 5 of Theorem 2 for the
remaining case. We let n s pq for two not necessarily distinct prime
numbers p and q. We have a solvable group G acting transitively on a set
X of cardinality n. It is also given that G acts on a finite set Y and that for
all n-elements g g G we have aX g s aY g. We shall prove that X and Y
are isomorphic as G-sets.
As in the proof of the proposition in Section 3, we may assume that the
action of G is faithful and transitive on both X and Y. We will first treat
two special cases, and then deduce the general case.
Case 1. There is an abelian normal subgroup A of G that acts
transitively on X.
Since A is transitive and abelian, any element a of A that fixes a point
in X fixes all points of X, so that a s 1. Therefore X and Y are both
A-isomorphic to the A-set A. This readily implies that A is equal to its
Ž .own centralizer in G. In other words, the canonical map GrA “ Aut A
U U Ž .is injective. Note that Aut A is isomorphic to F = F , to GL F , or top q 2 p
Ž 2 .UZrp Z . By switching p and q if p ) q we can achieve that p s q or
q ƒ aAut A. Let S ; G be the preimage in G of a Sylow p-subgroup of
w xGrA. Then SrA is cyclic and G : S is coprime to n s pq.
The elements of S are n-elements, so X and Y are linearly equivalent
over S. But X and Y have cyclic point stabilizers in S, and therefore X
and Y are isomorphic as S-sets. This implies that point stabilizers in G of
1Ž .X and Y give classes in H GrA, A that restrict to the same element of
1Ž . w xH SrA, A . But this restriction map is injective, because G : S and aA
w xare coprime 13, Chap. I, Sec. 2.4 . This completes the proof for Case 1.
Case 2. There is a normal p-subgroup A of G that is not cyclic, and
whose orbits on X have cardinality p.
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We first prove that the G-sets X s A_ X and Y s A_Y are isomorphic.
² :If g g G is a q-element then X and Y are linearly equivalent as g, A -
g² :sets, so X and Y are also linearly equivalent as g, A -sets, and aX s
gaY . It follows from the proposition in Section 3, applied to G acting on
X and Y, that X and Y are isomorphic as G-sets. From aYraY s
aXraX s p we see that all orbits of A on Y have cardinality p. By
Lemma 4 of Section 3 it follows that X and Y are isomorphic as A-sets.
As in the proof in Section 3, we now consider a block of X consisting of
elements with the same stabilizer in A. Let x g X, and let B be the0
stabilizer of x in A. As in the previous section, B is non-trivial because0
A is not cyclic, and aFix X is a divisor of n s pq that is smaller than n.B
Also, Fix X is a union of A-orbits, so p divides aFix X. It follows thatB B
aFix X s p and that Ax s Fix X. Applying an A-isomorphism X “B 0 B
Y, we find y g Y with Ay s Fix Y.0 0 B
Let H be the stabilizer of x in G. The group H normalizes H l A s B,0
so it acts on Fix X s Ax and on Fix Y s Ay . Therefore H fixes theB 0 B 0
 4elements x and y of X and Y. Since X ( Y it follows that X y x0 0 G 0
 4( Y y y .H 0
Let S be a Sylow p-subgroup of H. The group B acts transitively on
each A-orbit in X y Ax and Y y Ay . Since S contains B, this implies0 0
that all S-orbits of X y Ax and Y y Ay are closed under the action of0 0
A. It follows that S has the same number of orbits on the four sets
 4  4X y Ax , X y x , Y y y , and Y y Ay . Because X and Y are linearly0 0 0 0
equivalent over S, the number of S-orbits on X and Y is also the same. It
follows that S has the same number of orbits on Ax and Ay . But S is a0 0
p-group fixing x , and since aAx s aAy s p, the group S acts trivially0 0 0
on Ax and Ay .0 0
The action of H on Ay is therefore an action on a set of p elements0
that normalizes the group generated by a p-cycle, and whose Sylow
p-subgroup acts trivially. That is only possible if H fixes a point in Ay , so0
that the G-sets X, Y, and GrH are all isomorphic. This completes the
proof of Case 2.
Proof of the general case. We consider the Fitting subgroup F of G.
First suppose that F acts transitively on X. If the center Z of F acts
transitively on X then we are done by Case 1. So suppose Z does not act
transitively on X. The primes p and q divide the order of the center Z of
F, because they divide aF, and Z acts freely on X. It follows that
aZ s p s q, and that F is a p-group. Thus Z_ X has cardinality p, and
F acts transitively on Z_ X through a group of order p. Let A be the
kernel of this action. Then A is normal in G of order aFrp, and it
contains Z. Since its orbits on X have cardinality p and A acts faithfully
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on X, the group A is elementary abelian. Because F is non-abelian, we
have p3 ‹ aF and p2 ‹ aA. Hence A is non-cyclic, and Case 2 applies.
Now suppose that F does not act transitively on X. Since GrF embeds
 4into Out F we know that F / 1 , so all F-orbits in X have the same
prime cardinality, which, after possibly switching p and q, we may assume
to be p. If F is non-cyclic then Case 2 applies, so assume that F is cyclic
of order p. Then Out F and therefore GrF are also cyclic, and we have
w xp ƒ G : F . It follows that G has only one subgroup S of index q, so that
all points in F _ X or F _Y have stabilizer S in G. The point stabilizers in
G of points in X or Y are contained in S, so they are complements of
F in S. But such point stabilizers are then conjugate in S because
1Ž .H SrF, F s 0. Thus X and Y are isomorphic as G-sets. This completes
the proof of Theorem 2.
5. NON-SOLVABLE GROUPS AND ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS
Write R for the set of positive integers n for which there exists a group
G with two non-isomorphic linearly equivalent transitive G-sets of cardi-
nality n. In Theorem 1 we described the subset S of R that consists of
those n that arise from solvable groups G. It turns out that both S and R
have density 1 in the set of positive integers. We will make this more
precise below.
In order to produce elements in R y S we describe two additional
constructions of groups G with two non-isomorphic linearly equivalent
transitive G-sets. Let L be a finite field, q its cardinality, and let V be a
vector space over L of dimension d G 2. We put G s GL V. Every
element g g G fixes the same number of elements in V and its dual
U Ž .  4 U  4V s Hom V, L . This implies that V y 0 and V y 0 are linearlyL
equivalent transitive G-sets of cardinality q d y 1. For any divisor m of
q y 1 we can divide out by the action of a subgroup of index m in LU. This
Ž dleads to two linearly equivalent transitive G-sets of cardinality m q y
. Ž .1 r q y 1 . It is easy to check that these G-sets are not isomorphic if and
only if m q d G 4. Multiplying the groups and sets by any group of order
k G 1 we find that the set
T s km q d y 1 r q y 1 : q is a prime power,Ž . Ž .
d G 2, m ‹ q y 1, m q d G 4, k G 14
is a subset of R.
Ž .For the second construction we take G s PSL 2, L , where L is a finite
field in which 6 / 0 so that q s aL is "1 modulo 5. A result of Dickson
w x8, II.8.27 implies that G contains a subgroup H that is isomorphic to A .5
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Ž .We now let K be a conjugate of H by an element of PGL 2, L that is not
contained in G. We claim that GrH and GrK are non-isomorphic linearly
equivalent G-sets. Let us sketch a proof. Linear equivalence follows from
 4the fact that for each l g 2, 3, 5 all subgroups of order l in G are
conjugate. Now suppose that GrH and GrK are isomorphic, so that H
and K are conjugate. Then one first proves that the centralizer of H in
Ž . Ž .PGL 2, L is trivial. The normalizer of H in PGL 2, L is bigger than the
normalizer of H in G, and it injects to Aut A s S . So this injection is an5 5
isomorphism. But since in S any two elements of order 5 are conjugate, it5
Ž .follows that some element of order 5 in G is PGL 2, L -conjugate to its
Ž .square. Lifting this element to SL 2, L and considering its eigenvalues
one readily obtains a contradiction. This proves the claim. It follows that
the set
U s kq q2 y 1 r120 : q is a prime power coprime to 6, Ž .
q ’ "1 mod 5, k G 14
is contained in R. Unfortunately, this does not give much more informa-
Žtion than the inclusion S j T ; R that we knew already, since U y S j
.T is contained in the set of multiples of 11 and 29 ? 59, which arise from
q s 11 and q s 59.
The three constructions tell us that S j T j U ; R. We do not know if
w xequality holds. The combined results of Feit, Guralnick, and Wales 4, 5, 6
say that
 4) n g R : n is the product of at most two primes ; T j UŽ .
if the classification of finite simple groups is valid. This represents our only
tool in proving that integers do not belong to R.
We now come to the asymptotic results. For two positive real-valued
functions f , g that are defined on R for some a g R, we say thatG a
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f x Q g x as x “ ‘ if lim sup f x rg x F 1, and we say that f xx “‘
Ž . Ž . Ž . k; g x as x “ ‘ if lim f x rg x s 1. We write log for the k-foldx “‘
iteration log( ??? (log for any positive integer k, and g for Euler’s con-
stant.
PROPOSITION. We ha¤e
 4  4a a n F x : n g R ; a n F x : n g S ; xŽ .
and
x log2 x xeyg
 4  4b Q a n F x : n f R F a n F x : n f S ;Ž . 3log x log x
Ž . Ž .for x “ ‘, assuming ) for the first inequality in b .
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We sketch the proof of the proposition. By Theorem 1 every positive
Ž Ž ..integer n outside S satisfies n s pq, for primes p and q, or gcd n, w n
s 1. These two properties have known asymptotic behavior: we have
x log2 x
 4a n F x : n s pq for primes p , q ; as x “ ‘
log x
w xby Theorem 437 in Hardy and Wright 7 , and
xeyg
a n F x : n G 1, gcd n , w n s 1 ; as x “ ‘ 4Ž .Ž . 3log x
w x Ž 2 .by Erdos 3 . Since for every real number « ) 0 we have log x rlog x Q˝
3 Ž .«rlog x as x “ ‘, the rightmost ‘‘; ’’ in b follows. The second inequal-
Ž . Ž . 3ity in b is trivial. The results in a follow immediately because 1rlog x
tends to zero as x “ ‘.
Ž .It remains to show the first inequality in b . Let Q be the set of
w xproducts of two primes. By Theorem 437 from 7 , quoted above, it suffices
to show that R l Q is ‘‘negligible’’ by comparison with Q, in the sense
that
 4a n F x : n g R l Q
“ 0 as x “ ‘. 4a n F x : n g Q
Ž d . Ž .Let P be the set of prime numbers, and put V s q y 1 r q y 1 : q is
4 Ž d . Ž .a prime power, d G 3 . If q y 1 r q y 1 F x, with d G 3 and q G 2,
dy1 ' Ž .then one has q F x, so q F x and d y 1 F log x rlog 2. This implies
' 4 Ž .that a n F x : n g V F x ? log x rlog 2, which shows that V l P and
V l Q are negligible by comparison with P and Q, respectively. Writing
Ž .F for the set of Fermat primes, one deduces from ) in a straightforward
manner that R l Q is contained in the union of the three sets
 4  429 ? 59 , V l Q , pq : p g P , q g 11 j F j V l P . 4Ž .
The first two of these sets are negligible by comparison with Q. Also, from
 4the fact that each of 11 , F, and V l P is negligible by comparison with
P, it follows by an easy argument that the third set is negligible by
comparison with Q as well. The proposition follows.
We finally illustrate our knowledge of R by considering small numbers.
w xIt was first shown by Perlis 12 that 7 and 8 are the two smallest elements
of R. The elements of T j U below 100 that are not in S are
7, 11, 13, 14, 15, 21, 22, 26, 31, 33, 35, 39,
49, 51, 55, 57, 62, 65, 73, 77, 85, 91, 93.
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Ž .By ) the following are not in R:
9, 10, 17, 19, 23, 25, 29, 34, 37, 38, 41, 43, 46, 47,
53, 58, 59, 61, 67, 69, 71, 74, 79, 82, 83, 86, 87,
89, 94, 95, 97.
w xIn 6 this list is given up to 40, with 34 omitted by mistake. At the time of
w x6 it was unknown whether 18 g R. We now know that 18 g S ; R, and
 4 Ž .that the list above is equal to 7, 8, . . . , 100 y R. With the help of ) it is
 4not hard to find n g R : n F 2000 explicitly. The subset S j T j U of
R contains 1303 elements up to 2000, of which 1083 are in S . The
remaining 697 numbers up to 2000 are products of at most two prime
Ž .numbers, so that ) implies that they are not in R.
Below 4000 there are only eight values of n for which we cannot decide
Ž .whether n g R only on the basis of ) and the inclusion S j T j U ; R:
2001 s 3 ? 23 ? 29 3335 s 5 ? 23 ? 29
2185 s 5 ? 19 ? 23 3515 s 5 ? 19 ? 37
2755 s 5 ? 19 ? 29 3567 s 3 ? 29 ? 41
2829 s 3 ? 23 ? 41 3657 s 3 ? 23 ? 53.
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